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Why study stellar dynamos?Why study stellar dynamos?



Ubiquity of convection andUbiquity of convection and

magnetismmagnetism

•• Convection in envelopes! Cores! Full interiors!Convection in envelopes! Cores! Full interiors!

•• Connection of convection, magnetism, rotationConnection of convection, magnetism, rotation

•• Convection can build fields through dynamoConvection can build fields through dynamo
actionaction

convectiveconvective

envelopesenvelopes

convectiveconvective

corescores

convectionconvection

everywhereeverywhere



Coronal emission as a proxy forCoronal emission as a proxy for

magnetic activitymagnetic activity
X-ray emissionX-ray emission MagnetogramMagnetogram



Magnetic activity is correlatedMagnetic activity is correlated

with rotation ratewith rotation rate

Observed from F to MObserved from F to M

More rapid rotation =More rapid rotation =
more activity (to a point)more activity (to a point)

Pizzolato Pizzolato et al. (2003)et al. (2003)
Rotational influenceRotational influence

ActivityActivity



Convection Zone and Radiative InteriorConvection Zone and Radiative Interior

            DEEP SHELLDEEP SHELL  

VERY TURBULENT VERY TURBULENT 

    CONVECTION    CONVECTION

        (200 Mm)        (200 Mm)

DRIVES STRONGDRIVES STRONG
    DIFFERENTIALDIFFERENTIAL
        ROTATIONROTATION

              VAST RANGE OF VAST RANGE OF 
        DYNAMICAL SCALESDYNAMICAL SCALES

GRANULESGRANULES   ~1 Mm ~1 Mm

MESOGRANULESMESOGRANULES ~5 Mm ~5 Mm

SUPERGRANULES SUPERGRANULES ~20 Mm~20 Mm

GIANT CELLSGIANT CELLS ~200+ Mm ~200+ Mm



Orderly Solar MagnetismOrderly Solar Magnetism

Hathaway (2003)Hathaway (2003)



Sunspots: on closer lookSunspots: on closer look

Figures: HK Space MuseumFigures: HK Space Museum

Sunspots in oneSunspots in one

hemisphere sharehemisphere share

common orientationcommon orientation



Orderly Solar MagnetismOrderly Solar Magnetism

Hathaway (2003)Hathaway (2003)



SOLARSOLAR

OSCILLATIONOSCILLATION

MODEMODE

““What appliance can pierceWhat appliance can pierce

through the outer layers ofthrough the outer layers of

a star and test thea star and test the

conditions within?conditions within?””

                              -Eddington -Eddington (1926)(1926)



Clues provided by Clues provided by helioseismologyhelioseismology

tachoclinetachocline

•• TachoclineTachocline of rotational shear at base of CZ of rotational shear at base of CZ
probably stretches probably stretches toroidaltoroidal field field

•• Helical convection in CZ likely also plays roleHelical convection in CZ likely also plays role



Building blocks of dynamo actionBuilding blocks of dynamo action

PHOTOSPHEREPHOTOSPHERE

CONVECTIONCONVECTION
      ZONE      ZONE

TACHOCLINETACHOCLINE

  RADIATIVERADIATIVE
  INTERIOR  INTERIOR

MAGNETICMAGNETIC
BUOYANCYBUOYANCY

MAGNETICMAGNETIC
PUMPINGPUMPING

EMERGINGEMERGING
    LOOP    LOOP

ROTATIONROTATION



Motivating issuesMotivating issues

for 3-D simulationsfor 3-D simulations

•• How does convectionHow does convection
establish strongestablish strong
differential rotationdifferential rotation??

•• What are the roles ofWhat are the roles of
convection andconvection and
differential rotation indifferential rotation in
building observedbuilding observed
magnetism?magnetism?



ComputationalComputational

Approach for 3-DApproach for 3-D

SimulationsSimulations

•• Utilize 3-D Utilize 3-D Anelastic Spherical HarmonicAnelastic Spherical Harmonic

(ASH) code in full spherical geometry(ASH) code in full spherical geometry

•• Realistic stratification, radiative opacityRealistic stratification, radiative opacity

•• Simplified physics: perfect gas, Simplified physics: perfect gas, subgridsubgrid

turbulent transportturbulent transport

•• Pre-2006: model bulk of CZ (0.72-0.97R)Pre-2006: model bulk of CZ (0.72-0.97R)

•• Latest models: include Latest models: include tachocline tachocline belowbelow



Vigorous and evolving convectionVigorous and evolving convection

Radial velocity Radial velocity VVrr
near top of CZnear top of CZ

Broad upflows,Broad upflows,

narrow narrow downflowsdownflows

Case E, Brun et al.Case E, Brun et al.



Global view of convective patternsGlobal view of convective patterns



Differential rotation realizedDifferential rotation realized

laminarlaminar

ReasonableReasonable

contact withcontact with

helioseismichelioseismic

angular velocityangular velocity

Crucial role playedCrucial role played

by Reynoldsby Reynolds

stressesstresses



Dynamo activity in MHD modelsDynamo activity in MHD models

   Convective motions amplify a tiny seed field byConvective motions amplify a tiny seed field by
several orders of magnitudeseveral orders of magnitude

With increasingWith increasing
ME, drop in KEME, drop in KE

Final ME Final ME 
~8% KE~8% KE

MEME

KEKE

timetime

Dynamo ThresholdDynamo Threshold
NearNear   Rem~300

ReRemm~250~250

ReRemm~320~320

ReRemm~500~500

Still solar-likeStill solar-like
diff. diff. rotnrotn

KEKE

MEME



IntricateIntricate

magneticmagnetic

fieldfield

EvolvingEvolving
bandedbanded
azimuthal fieldazimuthal field



RadialRadial

field infield in

cutawaycutaway

Complexity inComplexity in
interleavedinterleaved
radial fieldsradial fields



Global views of complex flows and fieldsGlobal views of complex flows and fields

VVrr

BB

BBrr

Field mainly onField mainly on
smaller scales thansmaller scales than
flow (Pm >1)flow (Pm >1)

Strongest radial fieldsStrongest radial fields
found in found in downflowsdownflows



Evolving radial magnetic fieldEvolving radial magnetic field



Fluctuating magnetism dominatesFluctuating magnetism dominates

Fluctuating fields much stronger than mean fieldsFluctuating fields much stronger than mean fields

Brun et al. 2004Brun et al. 2004

Total magnetic energyTotal magnetic energy

Mean Mean toroidal toroidal magnetic energymagnetic energy



Frequent polarity reversalsFrequent polarity reversals

Polarity flips at irregular intervals of <600 daysPolarity flips at irregular intervals of <600 days

Poloidal Poloidal FieldField

Flux through N hemisphereFlux through N hemisphere



The story so far (pre-2006)The story so far (pre-2006)

•• Simulations that model bulk of CZ getSimulations that model bulk of CZ get

reasonable differential rotationreasonable differential rotation

•• Strong dynamo action is realized withoutStrong dynamo action is realized without

diminishing that differential rotation,diminishing that differential rotation,

BUTBUT……

•• Magnetic fields are mostly fluctuating,Magnetic fields are mostly fluctuating,

and exhibit frequent polarity reversalsand exhibit frequent polarity reversals

(good)(good)

(good)(good)

(not so good)(not so good)

Missing crucial Missing crucial ““building blockbuilding block”” of global dynamo: of global dynamo:

Organizing shear of Organizing shear of tachoclinetachocline



Why (do we want) a Why (do we want) a tachoclinetachocline??

•• Strongest radial shearStrongest radial shear

•• Radiative zones are handy: magneticRadiative zones are handy: magnetic
buoyancy held in check (to a point)buoyancy held in check (to a point)

•• Other considerations from mean-field theoryOther considerations from mean-field theory



Why (does the Sun have) a Why (does the Sun have) a tachoclinetachocline??

•• A: I donA: I don’’t know (and neither do others)t know (and neither do others)

But itBut it s there anyways there anyway

•• A: I donA: I don’’t know (and neither do others)t know (and neither do others)

•• Alternate A: ElvesAlternate A: Elves

     ( (akaaka magnetic fields, gravity waves, magnetic fields, gravity waves,
anisotropic anisotropic turbulence, instabilities turbulence, instabilities ……))



Solar dynamo withSolar dynamo with

overshooting andovershooting and

shearshear

•• Aim to capture key element of Aim to capture key element of overshootingovershooting

into underlying stable regioninto underlying stable region

•• Emulate Emulate tachocline tachocline by imposing drag andby imposing drag and

small entropy variations in radiative zonesmall entropy variations in radiative zone

•• Seek to quantify role of penetration andSeek to quantify role of penetration and

shear in generating magnetismshear in generating magnetism



A A pseudo-tachocline pseudo-tachocline ofof

rotational shearrotational shear

Weaker angularWeaker angular
velocity contrastsvelocity contrasts
than Sun, but stillthan Sun, but still
solar-likesolar-like

Browning et al. 2006,Browning et al. 2006,

ApJLApJL, 648, 157, 648, 157

Region of strongRegion of strong
shear at base of CZshear at base of CZ



Pumping, Amplification, and OrganizationPumping, Amplification, and Organization

of of Toroidal Toroidal Magnetic FieldsMagnetic Fields

In bulk of CZIn bulk of CZ In stably stratified zoneIn stably stratified zone

   Toroidal Toroidal fields in radiative zone are mostlyfields in radiative zone are mostly
axisymmetricaxisymmetric, and exhibit stable , and exhibit stable antisymmetric antisymmetric parityparity



Strongest mean fields below convection zoneStrongest mean fields below convection zone

Typical mean Typical mean toroidal toroidal fieldfield
strengths in CZ: ~300 Gstrengths in CZ: ~300 G

Mean Mean toroidal toroidal field strengths infield strengths in
stable region: ~3000 Gstable region: ~3000 G

Mean Mean toroidal toroidal field is dominantfield is dominant
contributor to total ME below CZcontributor to total ME below CZ
(unlike in CZ where fluctuating(unlike in CZ where fluctuating
fields dominate)fields dominate)



Persistence of Field PolarityPersistence of Field Polarity

Polarity of overall dipole field component hasPolarity of overall dipole field component has
not flipped in ~9 years of simulated evolutionnot flipped in ~9 years of simulated evolution

ToroidalToroidal field at field at
single latitudesingle latitude



Summary of solarSummary of solar

magnetism simulationsmagnetism simulations
•• Simulations with a forcedSimulations with a forced

tachocline tachocline yield magnetism withyield magnetism with

several striking properties:several striking properties:

predominantly mean fieldspredominantly mean fields

below CZ, below CZ, antisymmetric antisymmetric parityparity

of Bof B , persistence of single, persistence of single

polaritypolarity•• Impact of simplifications (large diffusiveImpact of simplifications (large diffusive

terms, wide terms, wide tachoclinetachocline) remains uncertain:) remains uncertain:

field strength?  latitudinal propagation?field strength?  latitudinal propagation?



Puzzles of A-type StarsPuzzles of A-type Stars

•• Strong (Strong (kGkG) surface magnetic fields) surface magnetic fields

•• Fields are steady in rotating frameFields are steady in rotating frame

•• ““Oblique dipoleOblique dipole”” geometry geometry

•• Central question:Central question: what is the origin of the what is the origin of the
magnetism?magnetism?

•• Two main contenders: fossil and dynamoTwo main contenders: fossil and dynamo



Motivating issuesMotivating issues

for 3-D simulationsfor 3-D simulations

•• What is nature of penetration andWhat is nature of penetration and

overshooting from convectiveovershooting from convective

cores?cores?

•• Does the convection drive Does the convection drive differentialdifferential
rotationrotation within the core, and in what manner? within the core, and in what manner?

•• Is magnetic dynamo action realized?Is magnetic dynamo action realized?

•• If so, what are the properties of theIf so, what are the properties of the
magnetism, and in what way does it feedmagnetism, and in what way does it feed
back upon the flows?back upon the flows?



ComputationalComputational

Approach for A-starApproach for A-star

SimulationsSimulations

•• Simulate 2 solar mass stars, at 1 to 4Simulate 2 solar mass stars, at 1 to 4
times solar rotation ratetimes solar rotation rate

•• Model dynamics of inner 30% of starModel dynamics of inner 30% of star
(CZ + portion of RZ), excluding(CZ + portion of RZ), excluding
innermost 3%innermost 3%

•• Simplified physics: perfect gas, Simplified physics: perfect gas, subgridsubgrid
turbulent transport, Tturbulent transport, T88 energy energy
generationgeneration



Vigorous convection in the coreVigorous convection in the core

Radial velocity Radial velocity VVrr
at mid-core inat mid-core in

hydro simulationshydro simulations

Broad, sweepingBroad, sweeping

flows that evolveflows that evolve

Browning, Brun &Browning, Brun &

Toomre (2004),Toomre (2004),

ApJ ApJ v. 601, 512v. 601, 512



Evolution of convective patternsEvolution of convective patterns

Radial velocity in longitude-latitude mappingRadial velocity in longitude-latitude mapping



Penetration into radiative envelopePenetration into radiative envelope

Prolate Prolate convective core, spherical overshooting regionconvective core, spherical overshooting region



Variation of penetration withVariation of penetration with

radiative zone stiffnessradiative zone stiffness

•• SimulationsSimulations

provide provide upperupper

boundbound to extent of to extent of

overshootingovershooting

•• In stiffest, mostIn stiffest, most

turbulent case:turbulent case:

 ddovov ~ 0.21 ~ 0.21+/- 0.05+/- 0.05 H Hpp

stifferstiffer



Character ofCharacter of

differential rotationdifferential rotation

•• Central columns ofCentral columns of

slow rotationslow rotation

•• More turbulent flowsMore turbulent flows

yield greater angularyield greater angular

velocity contrastsvelocity contrasts

•• When influence ofWhen influence of

rotation very weak,rotation very weak,

central column of fastcentral column of fast

rotation arisesrotation arises

laminarlaminar

turbulentturbulent



Dynamo activity in MHD modelsDynamo activity in MHD models

   Convective motions amplify a tiny seed field by manyConvective motions amplify a tiny seed field by many
orders of magnitudeorders of magnitude

With increasingWith increasing
ME, drop in KEME, drop in KE

Final ME Final ME 
~ 90% KE~ 90% KE

MEME

KEKE

timetime



IntricateIntricate

magneticmagnetic

fieldfield

EvolvingEvolving
bandedbanded
azimuthal fieldazimuthal field



RadialRadial

field infield in

cutawaycutaway

Complexity inComplexity in
interleavedinterleaved
radial fieldsradial fields



Topology of core magnetismTopology of core magnetism

•• Field on finer scales than flow (Field on finer scales than flow (PPmm > 1) > 1)

•• Tangled radial field, but Tangled radial field, but BB  partly organized partly organized
into ribbon-like structuresinto ribbon-like structures

VVrr BBBBrr



Global views of complex structuresGlobal views of complex structures

VVrr

BB

BBrr



Magnetism reduces differential rotationMagnetism reduces differential rotation

Angular velocity contrasts lessened by magnetic fieldAngular velocity contrasts lessened by magnetic field

MHDMHD HYDROHYDRO



Interplay of rotation and magnetismInterplay of rotation and magnetism

MEME

DRKE minimaDRKE minima

Differential rotation quenched when ME > ~ 40% KEDifferential rotation quenched when ME > ~ 40% KE



Fluctuating and mean magnetic fieldsFluctuating and mean magnetic fields

Fluctuating fields much stronger than mean fieldsFluctuating fields much stronger than mean fields

total MEtotal ME

TMETME

PMEPME

FMEFME

radiusradius



But can the fieldsBut can the fields

get out?get out?

•• Core magnetic fields likely screened byCore magnetic fields likely screened by

radiative enveloperadiative envelope

•• Possibly magnetic buoyancy instability couldPossibly magnetic buoyancy instability could

bring fields outward, but bring fields outward, but ……

•• Recent modeling (Recent modeling (MacGregor MacGregor & & CassinelliCassinelli;;

MacDonald & MacDonald & MullanMullan) suggests this process) suggests this process

is is too slowtoo slow for fields like the ones realized for fields like the ones realized

herehere



Stable fossil field configurationStable fossil field configuration

Initial arbitrary fieldInitial arbitrary field
evolves to stable fieldevolves to stable field

Final stable field withFinal stable field with
mixed mixed poloidal poloidal andand
toroidal toroidal componentscomponents

Braithwaite Braithwaite & & SpruitSpruit,,

2004 Nature2004 Nature

   Argues in favor of fossil fieldArgues in favor of fossil field



Some A-star findingsSome A-star findings

•• Global simulations ofGlobal simulations of

magnetized core convectionmagnetized core convection

reveal reveal dynamo actiondynamo action,,

differential rotationdifferential rotation  andand  prolateprolate

penetrationpenetration
•• Resulting complex magnetic fields weakenResulting complex magnetic fields weaken

differential rotationdifferential rotation

•• Magnetism likely hidden from view, thoughMagnetism likely hidden from view, though

magnetic buoyancy may play a rolemagnetic buoyancy may play a role

•• Stable field configurations found, so fossilStable field configurations found, so fossil

field a plausible explanationfield a plausible explanation



What about the rest?What about the rest?

•• In stars with both convective andIn stars with both convective and

radiative zones,radiative zones, interface of interface of

shear (shear (tachoclinetachocline) seems to play) seems to play

major role in building fieldsmajor role in building fields

•• What happens in stars with no suchWhat happens in stars with no such

interface?interface?

•• Low mass stars (<0.35 M) are fully convectiveLow mass stars (<0.35 M) are fully convective
   M-dwarfs straddle this boundary:M-dwarfs straddle this boundary:

     potential probe of dynamo physics     potential probe of dynamo physics



Fully convective starsFully convective stars  showshow

strong magnetic activitystrong magnetic activity

Most mid-late M-starsMost mid-late M-stars
are activeare active

Faster rotating onFaster rotating on
average than early-Maverage than early-M

Activity fractionActivity fraction
declinesdeclines  near M9/L0near M9/L0

West et al. (2004)West et al. (2004)

Activity fractionActivity fraction



One probe: Rotation-activityOne probe: Rotation-activity

correlation in X-rayscorrelation in X-rays

Coronal emissionCoronal emission
correlated with rotationcorrelated with rotation

Saturation of emissionSaturation of emission
at Lat Lxx/L/Lbolbol=10=10-3-3

Observed from F to MObserved from F to M

Pizzolato Pizzolato et al. (2003)et al. (2003)

Log Log RossbyRossby

ActivityActivity

““unsaturatedunsaturated””

““saturatedsaturated””

““super-super-
saturatedsaturated””



M-dwarfs also show correlationM-dwarfs also show correlation

between rotation and activitybetween rotation and activity

M2 and M4 stars showM2 and M4 stars show
similar trendssimilar trends

I.e., no obvious break inI.e., no obvious break in
rotation-activity relationrotation-activity relation
(until late-M/early-L)(until late-M/early-L)

Mohanty Mohanty & & Basri Basri (2003)(2003)

ActivityActivity

RotationRotation



Observations of large-scale magneticObservations of large-scale magnetic

field infield in  fully convective starfully convective star

Rapidly rotating M-dwarfRapidly rotating M-dwarf

Zeeman Zeeman DopplerDoppler
reveals large-scale,reveals large-scale,
axisymmetric axisymmetric field (field (~kG~kG))

But no differentialBut no differential
rotationrotation

HOW?HOW?

Donati Donati et al. (2006),et al. (2006),
ScienceScience



Summary and reflectionsSummary and reflections

•• Simulations suggest Simulations suggest crucial rolecrucial role

of of tachocline tachocline in buildingin building

organized magnetism in Sun-likeorganized magnetism in Sun-like

starsstars

•• In more massive stars, In more massive stars, dynamo action alsodynamo action also

realizedrealized, but may have little effect at surface, but may have little effect at surface

•• Major puzzles of rotation-activity correlation,Major puzzles of rotation-activity correlation,

especially at low massespecially at low mass


